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ABSTRACT
Content-Based Video Classification 
and Comparison
John Alexander Bunch
Dr. Evangelos A. Yfantis, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f  Com puter Science 
University o f  Las Vegas
Automatic video analysis tools have dramatically increased in importance 
as the internet video revolution has blossomed. This thesis presents an 
approach for automatic comparison o f  videos based on the inherent content. 
Also, an approach for creating groups (or clusters) o f  similar videos from a large 
video database is given.
First, methods simplifying and summarizing the content o f videos will be 
presented. Such methods include shot boundary detection and key frame 
feature extraction.
Next, a comparison o f different distance measures between videos will 
be given. These distance measures will be used to construct video clusters, and 
results will be compared.
in
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CHAPTER 1
IN TR O D U C TIO N  
My interest in the subject o f video analysis was sparked by my prior work 
in the field o f  document analysis. During my work with documents, I compiled 
a large database o f documents and attempted to formulate a methodology to 
identify documents with similarities.
As a result o f this, I began to consider other areas in which my 
docum ent analysis experience could be used. I recognized the huge number o f 
images that are available for public viewing on the Internet. As the universe o f 
images grows, the limitations o f  current search methods, which consider image 
filenames but neglect their content, become an increasingly large impediment to 
the efficient accessing and use o f  these files.
Inherendy, searching by file name, rather than content, is prone to error. 
For example, if a query seeks images corresponding to the word “bush”, images 
o f  President George Bush will be returned along with images o f  plants. A 
search o f this type, even assuming the file names accurately describe the content 
o f  the images on the file, fall prey to the ambiguities o f searches such as the one
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
described above. It is simply not clear from the query what type o f content the 
user is seeking.
Additionally, the intentional misnaming o f files to produce incorrect 
query results is common. For example, a malicious user could include the name 
“George Bush” in the file name o f an image o f a chimpanzee to induce a query 
to return the false image. Thus, even if  the file names are assigned with the best 
o f  intentions, searching based on file names, or verbal descriptors that have 
been assigned to a file containing images, is a process that is innately flawed. 
Content-based analysis o f  image files is m uch less susceptible to foibles o f 
human classification.
I further realized that the image search techniques I used in document 
analysis could be applied to large scale video databases. The YouTube 
phenom enon, which has allowed every Internet user to post videos for general 
viewing, has exponentially increased the potential applicability o f  such video 
analysis. N ow  virmally anyone can post videos on the Internet, from the casual 
filmmaker to presidential candidate Barrack Obama who announced on his 
candidacy via video on YouTube.
As I reviewed the literature, I found that video analysis was not a novel 
concept; the subject has been extensively discussed in the literature. However, 
a review o f the techniques attempted to date indicates room  for improvement.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Video retrieval and classification systems had been researched for many 
years before anyone imagined the advent o f  the YouTube era and the explosion 
o f  videos. Such retrieval and classification systems evolved and became more 
sophisticated. Current systems are com posed o f  several stages, each serving an 
im portant purpose.
M ost algorithms contain at least four main steps: shot boundary 
detection, key frame extraction, feature extraction, and clustering. Two 
additional steps which could be implemented are region extraction and concept 
detection. However, due in part to the difficulties associated with effectively 
implementing these last two features, they are not always included in an analysis 
and classification system. (Smeaton, 2003)
Shot detection divides the video into scenes with a common fluidly 
connected background. Determining the boundary o f each shot, its beginning 
and ending frames, is possible using the known properties o f  scene transitions. 
Once the shots have been determined, the system should be capable o f  closely 
examining each shot to identify a representative frame that has the m ost in 
common with all the other shot's frames. Post-extraction, the system will focus 
its analysis on only these key frames to expedite the analysis process.
Subsequently, feamre extraction yields a feature vector, a Hst o f 
numerical values that represent the characteristics o f  each key frame. An 
example o f  such a feature would be the predom inant color in the frame.
3
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The feature vectors for the entire video library are then fed into the 
clustering algorithm. Clustering is the process o f  identifying sets o f  related 
objects. In this instance clustering finds groups o f videos that have similar 
content.
In addition to these four major processes, region detection and concept 
detection processes are occasionally used. Region detection identifies large 
areas o f key frames that have similar content. For example, region detection 
would separate the ground and the sky in a landscape scene. Identification and 
classification o f these regions can be useful w hen comparing two videos.
Concept detection is used to identify the types o f objects in a video, such 
as a human, a bird, a podium, or a television. Although humans easily recognize 
complex properties and subtie patterns, such identification is difficult for a 
computer.
I postulate that techniques that have been used successfully in docum ent 
image analysis systems will also prove useful for clustering video content. I will 
apply my prior knowledge o f docum ent analysis techniques to review current 
video extraction systems and to improve upon methodologies used in video 
analysis.
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CHAPTER 2
PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The field o f  video analysis has made substantial advances in the past few 
decades evolving from the examination o f single images to systems that analyze 
hours o f unedited, or “raw”, video. The first seminal work that is referenced in 
many subsequent papers is the work done on color indexing by Swain and 
Ballard. This work describes a methodology for creating a database o f  objects 
based on the color histograms o f  those objects and later effectively searching 
for those objects. This work became very im portant when later video analysis 
systems attempted to define videos based on objects that are present in video 
frames. (Swain & Ballard, 1991)
Among other advancements that Swain and Ballard introduced was a 
novel approach for determining the level o f  similarity between multiple color 
histograms. This approach examines each color band and calculates the number 
o f  pixels shared by the two histograms. It then uses a normalizing factor o f  the 
total image size such that a comparison value o f zero denotes no similarity and a 
comparison value o f close to one denotes high similarity.
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255
7=1
255
7=!
where I^ , M^ are color histogram values
Algorithm 1; Histogram Intersection Calculation
This direction is apparent in a 1995 paper by Zhang, et al., “Automatic 
Parsing and Indexing o f News Videos” . This paper draws upon some o f the 
algorithms described by Swain and Ballard but also focuses on segmenting news 
footage into different shots. Zhang decided to examine news video for its 
relatively straightforward temporal syntax. News videos tend to follow a 
predictable pattern wherein a “stand up” showing the reporter is followed by an 
insert o f  images o f the news event, and then remrning for the “close” with the 
reporter at the end o f  the story. Zhang selected a very narrow scope because 
the video analysis techniques developed at the time were not strong enough to 
examine open-ended or unconstrained video feeds. (Zhang, 1995)
In 1997, John Smith and Shih-Fu Chang from Columbia University 
published a paper describing the creation o f a system that allowed for a 
continuous search o f images and videos on the web and categorizing them 
based on their visual content. Smith and Chang augmented the work done by 
Swain and Ballard by adding region-sensitive color analysis which identifies
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
common color themes in two different videos allowing for colors that may be in 
different locations in the frame. They continued to use file names as a partial 
descriptor o f  the contents. I f  “dog” was part o f  the filename, the authors 
would give some weight to the assumption that a picmre o f a dog was included 
in the video depicted in the file. As stated in the introduction, this approach is 
subject to error but was often found to be a very strong predictor o f the 
contents o f  the file. Therefore, Swain and Ballard determined that the use o f 
the file name in addition to content-based analysis aided in the analysis and 
classification process and was superior to the use o f  content-based analysis 
alone. (Smith 97)
Smith and Chang signaled the shift from video primarily considered to 
be a broadcast medium with images produced only by professionals, to the 
concept o f  “video for the masses” produced by amateurs and distributed freely 
without editorial control on the Internet. The emergence o f sites such as 
YouTube and Google Video confirmed the accuracy o f  their belief as to the 
direction and importance o f video on the Internet in the years ahead.
In 2001, Salembier and Smith described the M PEG-7 video format that 
for the first time provided the video creator with a means to attach descriptors 
to the file in an attempt to describe the visual contents. O ther information 
such as the producer, the date o f  creation, and location can also be included. 
(Salembier, 2001)
7
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This facihty, if  used consistentiy, would make the task o f finding all 
videos with commonalities very straightforward. However, limitations remain in 
this approach. For instance, additional time is required to annotate the video 
file properly and not all video producers will spend the time to do this. Also, 
many videos produced prior to the introduction o f this format are incapable o f 
annotation. Nevertheless, the addition o f this facihty to video files is a major 
step forward in cataloging video content.
One o f  the m ost com m on uses o f  videos resulting from the use o f  a 
camera is surveillance. Video surveillance cameras are numerous but rarely 
monitored actively in real time. This leads to large amounts o f  video that may 
contain im portant information but are never accessed. Hu, et al. proposed a 
system: (1) that can look for situations that are out o f  ordinary, and (2) that can 
be prom pted to search for specific objects or combinations o f  objects. (Hu, 
2007)
For example, cars ordinarily drive on the right side o f  the road, so if  an 
image o f a car driving on the left side appeared, the system could automatically 
alert the poHce to the presence o f  an erratic driver. If  the user is looking for a 
specific person o f  interest with a particular piece and color o f  clothing (e.g. a 
blue baseball cap), large amounts o f video data could be searched to attem pt to 
find this piece o f  clothing and accordingly the person wearing it.
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In addition to the published articles, major advancements in the area o f 
video analysis, classification, and retrieval have debuted and were discussed at a 
series o f  conferences known as TRECVID. These conferences are sponsored 
by the National Institute o f  Standards and Technology (NIST), and in 2003, 
they were an outgrowth o f a conference known as TREC that was devoted to 
text retrieval. The goal o f  TRECV ID  is to encourage research in the area by 
providing a large test collection, uniform scoring procedures, and a comparison 
o f results. (Smeaton, 2003)
Since the inception o f TRECVID, the conference has been instrumental 
in providing direction for areas o f  new interest. In an effort to lead the field, 
TRECVID annually announces its current and m ost challenging problems as 
well as a constantly evolving Hst o f  tasks. Some tasks have remained on the Hst 
for years due to their importance and level o f  difficulty. Shot boundary 
detection, high level feature extraction, and search make up the set o f  recurring 
tasks. The fourth set o f  tasks, those that have changed over the years, are story 
segmentation (2003-2004), low level feature extraction (2005), and the 
management o f  unedited BBC footage known as “rushes” (2006-2007). 
(Smeaton, 2003) (Kraaij, 2005) (Over, 2006) (Over, 2007)
In addition to the changes in tasks at TRECVID, the num ber o f 
languages to be examined has also expanded. The conference began using 
EngHsh but added Chinese and Arabic in 2005 as languages to include in the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
data set for tests o f the various programs being evaluated. This broadening o f 
interest in non-English languages reflects the global namre o f  the conference 
that attracts teams from around the world.
Hereafter, I will explore certain techniques displayed and evaluated at 
TRECV ID  as they relate to Shot Boundary Detection (Chapter 4), Key Frame 
Distance Calculation (Chapter 5) and Clustering (Chapter 6).
10
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CHAPTER 3
PRO JECT D ESCRIPTIO N  
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 describe the methodologies used to create a 
software system for the automatic comparison o f  videos. The system is a 
concatenation o f  four modules. Each module performs calculations to 
decompose the task into smaller and more manageable problems. Figure 1 
shows a summary o f this system.
Cut Detector
D iaotve Detector
Raw Videos
Fade in Detector
Fade out
Detector
Shot Boundary Detection
Shots Distance M easures Shot Clusters
Key Fra me Pairwise Distance Clustering
Extraction Calculation Process
Figure 1: Modular Software Design
11
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CHAPTER 4
SH O T BOUN D A RY  D ET E C T IO N  
A video is a connected set o f  individual frames. Within this set o f 
frames are discontinuities or significant changes in scene or action. A single 
shot is defined as a set o f  video frames that continuously flow from one into 
another with only small changes from frame to frame. In video analysis, 
treating an entire shot as a single frame can expedite analysis and computation.
Locating the start and end frames is necessary to simplify the analysis. 
Section 4.1 will analyze the methodologies used to fragment a video stream into 
individual shots.
4.1 Transition Types 
Video analysis would be considerably simplified if  every time a video 
transitioned from one shot to another, this transition was accomplished in a 
uniform manner by all videographers. However, video producers use many 
different techniques to transition from  one scene to another. Some scenes 
jump directly from the end frame o f one scene to the start frame o f the next 
scene with no smooth transition. This is referred to as a “cut” transition.
12
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O ther transitions occur more gradually. For example, a “ fade out” is a 
scene transition in which the first scene slowly fades to black before the second 
scene begins. Unlike a cut scene transition, fading occurs over the span o f 
multiple frames. W hen performing shot boundary detection, understanding the 
difference between these transitions is im portant to create algorithms that can 
identify each type o f transition while taking into account the videographic 
differences o f  each.
4.2 Feature Buffer 
In shot boundary detection a comparison o f the current frame to frames 
that occurred previously may detect whether a distinct enough change occurred 
to warrant the creation or categorization o f a new shot.
To detect a cut transition, examining the frame immediately prior to the 
current frame is all that is necessary, because a cut transition is such an abrupt 
transition. However, aU other types o f  transitions require searching further back 
into frames prior to the frame immediately preceding the current frame. Setting 
up a feature buffer accomplishes this. This feature buffer wiU hold up to 10 
frames in memory. The feature buffer allows comparisons between the current 
frame and prior frames to take place more quickly.
4.3 Feature Extraction 
Feamre extraction is the process o f  quantifying relationships and 
attributes o f  very complicated sets o f  data into subsets o f data that a computer
13
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can more easily use. Feamre extraction is a concept that is used in many 
different areas o f  com puter science, because computers are much more able to 
deal with numbers than with complicated abstract concepts.
To a computer, a video is a set o f  meaningless data. O ur minds have 
been trained to easily identify complex patterns, objects, and commonalities in 
videos. Feamre extraction attempts to bridge this gap o f understanding between 
human capabilities and com puter abilities. Feature extraction processes data 
from a video and puts it into relatively simple data (compared to the very 
complex data needed to construct a video cUp) that can be analyzed and 
compared to other sets o f data.
Selecting a finite Hst o f  feamres helps describe the object. After all, we 
are trying to get the com puter to emulate human recognition in identifying 
videos that are similar.
Two main feamre types are examined in each frame. First, aspects o f the 
image colors are examined. Color features are then augmented by feamres 
based on edge content. These two types o f features are distinct and necessary 
because edges are not rooted in what particular colors are present in an image. 
Therefore, if  two frames have similar colors but are characterized by a change in 
edge content, the system should recognize the difference.
14
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Different detectors account for different types o f  transitions. However, 
requiring each detector to review the entire video to identify each type o f 
transition is a lengthy process.
To avoid this delay, we created a system with only one level o f  feature 
extraction. This information is passed to the detectors to quickly process the 
data and determine the location and nature o f  each transition.
4.3.1 Color Based Feamres 
To analyze the colors in a frame requires examining the frame color 
histogram computed on each color band, in contrast to the overall conventional 
color histogram that will be discussed later. This catalogs the num ber o f  pixels 
that occur for each color value. [Algorithm 3] Each color image is separated 
into three primary colors: red, green, and blue, and each o f these three colors is 
assigned a numerical value between 0 and 255. In addition to the three standard 
color bands, we calculate the luminance, or intensity, o f each pixel using the 
standard formula. Luminance is represented as a value between 0 and 255.
Luma = 0.2126^ + 0.7152G + 0.07225 
where R ,G ,B  are the primary color values
Algorithm 2: Luminance Calculation
15
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for{each color band) 
for(each pixel)
histogram[band] [value] + +
Algorithm 3: Single Color Band Histogram Calculation
Using this color histogram, we present statistical computations that 
summarize the color attributes in a relatively succinct manner. These attributes 
will drastically reduce the num ber o f  values needed to assess a frame’s content.
The first o f  these statistical tools is a simple mathematical average. In 
each color band, we calculate the average value based on the histogram that has 
already been calculated for that color. [Algorithm 4] This statistic will tell us, 
among other things, which color (red, green, or blue) predominates in the 
image.
where { X g , } are the o f  pixels with a value o f  i 
and h is the image height and w the image width
Algorithm 4: Histogram Based Mean Calculation
The next statistic under review is the variance. As with the mean, the 
variance is computed separately for each color band. The variance indicates how
16
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each color band is arranged around the mean. The variance can determine if a 
frame has very smooth colors or if  the colors are more jagged.
«  • w  ,=0
Algorithm 5: Histogram Based Variance Calculation
The last statistic that is calculated is the interquartile range. The 
interquartile range (IQR) measures the range between the first and third 
quartiles, i.e., the distance between the 25^ percentile and the 75*’’ percentile. 
This is a measure o f statistical variability that is better than the simple range 
because the IQR is not affected by outliers.
4.3.2 Edge Based Features 
Edges are areas within a frame that go abrupdy from one color to 
another. The edges identify areas o f particularly drastic change. I f  similar edges 
between two frames can be established, that these frames are and can be 
deduced to be in the same shot. Several methods can create this linkage. We 
have chosen to simply examine the num ber o f  horizontal edge pixels and the 
num ber o f  vertical edge pixels as descriptors o f  frame edge content.
4.3.2.1 Sobel Edge Detection Algorithm 
Algorithms for detecting edges vary in complexity and accuracy. 
Arguments can be advanced in favor or opposed to any o f the different edge
17
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detection algorithms. For this count, we elected to use the Sobel edge detection 
algorithm because o f  its relatively low computation overhead and for its ability 
to distinguish between horizontal and vertical edges.
The Sobel edge detection algorithm works by using two convolution 
masks to determine the gradient o f  a pixel in either the vertical or horizontal 
direction. [Algorithm 6,7,8] This gradient value determines the amount o f 
change between the target pixel and its neighboring pixels. A simple threshold 
can be applied to the resulting gradient values to determine whether a pixel 
should be considered an edge or non-edge pixel.
Horizontal Mask : 0 0
Algorithm 6: Sobel Horizontal Mask
Vertical Mask :
Algorithm 7: Sobel Vertical Mask
4.3.3 Inter-frame Features 
Inter-frame features are those that are calculated between two separate 
frames. Short-term features compare the current frame with a frame
18
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immediately prior to the current frame. Long-term  features compare the current 
frame to frames up to half a second before the current frame.
4.3.3.1 Video Object Plane 
More recent video standards, such as M PEG-7 have enabled content- 
based functionality as mentioned in Chapter 2. Video Object Planes (VOP’s) 
are on the forefront o f this movement. In this standard, each video sequence is 
segmented into regions o f  semantically connected content, or V O P’s. Each 
V O P contains information about those regions’ m otion and shape. For our 
purposes, a change in the number, location, or shape o f  the V O P’s would 
potentially signal a new shot.
The processes o f  calculating V O P’s is multi-stage. First, the areas o f 
motion between frames are determined. This is done by calculating the 
difference o f the values between each pair o f  pixels in the frame. Algorithm 9 
shows this difference calculation for images H  and I.
D{x, y) = \H (x ,y )~  I(x, j/)| fo r  each color band
Algorithm 8: Frame Difference Calculation
Next, the Canny edge detection algorithm is used to find the exact 
outline o f  the m ovement in the neighboring frames. The Canny algorithm first 
uses a Gaussian smoothing mask, which helps to filter out any excess noise 
from the camera that might be misdetected as m otion in the frame.
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Gaussian Mask :
Algorithm 9: Gaussian Smoothing Mask
After smoothing the image, the Sobel Edge Detection algorithm is 
applied as described in Subsection 4.3.2.1. These values will be used to help 
establish which pixels are edge pixels. However, due to the V O P’s need for a 
precise outline, it is necessary to perform some further processing to limit these 
edge pixels to an outline that is a single pixel wide.
To achieve this single pixel wide outline, non-maximal suppression is 
used. This process helps differentiate between neighboring pixels that are both 
considered edge pixels. The process only selects the pixel with the largest value 
within a gradient direction, as computed with the Sobel algorithm.
The subsequent image will only have maximal edge pixels, but will also 
have gaps within an edge gradient. Therefore, it is necessary to fill in these gaps. 
To do so, the end o f  each edge gradient is examined to look for other edges that 
continue in this gradient but are buffered by a small amount o f  non-edge pixels. 
These non-edge pixels are then filled in as edge pixels.
20
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Once the Canny detection is perform ed, the VOPs are calculated by 
looking for large areas o f  connected pixels. The difference between input, 
Sobel, difference, and Canny images can be seen in Appendix A.
4.4 Detectors
4.4.1 Cut D etector
Cut detection is the m ost im portant transition detector because it is the 
m ost common transition type. (Smeaton 2003) Cuts are normally used back and 
forth within one scene between characters who are talking with one another, 
raising the possibility o f  many cuts within a single scene. O ften the transitions 
from scene to scene are more subde, such as fades and dissolves. Due to the 
high volume o f cut transitions, a detector m ust function quickly and effectively. 
The only characteristic o f  a cut transition is a very abm pt change, and these 
abrupt changes can be seen in any o f the extracted features.
O ur first attempt to find an accurate way to detect abrupt feature 
changes was to use a simple summation o f aU differences o f feature values for 
neighboring frames. [Algorithm 11] This m ethod is flawed for a num ber o f 
reasons.
Firstiy, various features have different magnitudes. For example, a 
vertical edge count ranges from zero to the total num ber o f  image pixels, 
whereas red band average intensity ranges from zero to 255. Algorithm 11
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would weigh changes in edge pixel counts much higher than red band average 
intensity.
Secondly, features tend to change in drastically different manners. For
example, red band IQ R  for a particular video may have a tendency to stay
unchanged so any slight variation should be assigned substantial weight in the
overall feature evaluation.
for{each set o f  neighboring frames)
i f ( ' ^  (all features) > threshold) classify as cut transition
Algorithm 10; Simple Summation Cut Detection Algorithm
O ur second m ethod for finding an accurate way to detect abrupt feature 
changes corrected the flaws described above. This m ethod uses two passes 
through the video. The first pass calculates and stores the changes in each 
feature in each set o f neighboring frames. The program then finds the average 
change in each feature and the standard deviation o f the change in each feature. 
The second pass subsequently uses these values to calculate, for each set o f 
frames, the standard deviations away from the mean (Z-Score) each feature has 
changed. The standard deviation calculations are summed to yield a final value 
against which to threshold.
22
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1
for(each set o f  neighboring frames)
difference[feature#][frame#] = feature[frame#]~ feature[frame#+l] 
^  difference[feature# ]
average[feature#] =
number o f  frames
sd[feature#] =
ï^{difference[ fea tu re# ]- average[ feature#])^
y number o f  frames
for(each set o f  neighboring frames)
i f
 ̂ (  difference[feature# ] [frame# ] -  average[feature# ] ̂
sd[feature#] 
classify as cut transition
> threshold
Algorithm 11; Z-Score Adjusted Summation Cut Detection Algorithm
By employing two passes, the adjusted Z-score feature summation 
m ethod gains knowledge about the features and how they are changing 
throughout the video and is less susceptible to changes that may look drastic 
locally but are less dramatic when viewed in the context o f the entire video. 
After implementing both methods, we found a drastic improvement when using 
this m ethod as compared to the basic summation method. In the figures below, 
the basic m ethod displays many spikes, while the Z-score adjusted method 
displays only the three spikes corresponding to the three cut transitions in the 
video. [Figures 2,3]
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Basic Feature
see 300 500 600 700
Figure 2: Basic Feature Summation M ethod Graph
Adjusted 2-Score Feature Summation
Figure 3: Adjusted Z-Score Feature Summation Method
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4.4.2 Dissolve Detector 
A dissolve is difficult to detect because the shot gradually changes from the 
current scene to the next scene. I f  only the current and previous frames are 
examined, it would not be possible to detect this type o f transition because the 
change is too gradual. [Figure 4] Therefore, a frame which is many frames prior 
to the current one m ust be analyzed to determine whether or not a large amount 
o f  changes have occurred. The feature buffer explained in section 4.2 provides 
the ability to examine frames prior to the immediate past frame.
B l u e  IQR
100
9 0
8 0
7 0
6 0
5 0
4 0
0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0
Figure 4: Dissolve Transition IQR Feature Graph
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The solution we implemented is to sample every 20* frame. This m ethod is 
effective because it completely skips over the gradual transition and examines 
only the two frames from the different shots. However, this m ethod does not 
come w ithout flaws. (Yeo 1995)
Firstly, this m ethod makes the assumption that shots are longer than 20 
frames. Any shot less than 20 frames runs the risk o f  being skipped. However, 
at the common frame rate o f  24 frames per second, such a shot would be 
shorter than one second and highly unlikely.
Also, this method has a tendency to trigger the detector within a shot 
with areas o f  high action or drastic change. Different problems arise depending 
on the threshold value. I f  the threshold is set too low, then the detector triggers 
falsely in areas where the shot does not actually change. If  the threshold is set 
too high, then the detector often does not pick up on a new shot that has 
transitioned in. An appropriate threshold value m ust be found through trial and 
error. Setting this threshold a little too low is better than a little too high, 
because a few redundant shots are better than a few omitted shots.
4.4.3 Fade O ut D etector 
A fade out is one o f the easiest transitions to detect due to the very 
obvious state that occurs at the end o f  the fade, an entirely black screen. The 
fade out detector triggers when the color IQR range is very closely centered 
around all black. The only difficulty in fade out detection is properly finding the
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last frame o f the prior shot, which is im portant because only frames fully 
representative o f the shot should be included. Selecting a frame prior to the 
introduction o f  black pixels into the shot accomplishes this.
B l u e  IQR
70
6 0
5 0
4 0
3 0
20
5 10 15 3 5 4 00 2 0 2 5 30 4 5
Figure 5: Fade O ut Transition IQ R  Feature Graph
4.4.4 Fade In D etector 
Fade in detection is very similar to fade out detection and is triggered by 
a scene that has a fuUy black IQR. The same process o f determining when the 
next shot has fuUy transitioned out o f  the fade is necessary to determine a valid 
starting frame for the shot.
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Figure 6: Fade In Transition IQ R  Feature Graph
4.5 Verification and Collaboration 
Due to multiple detectors for the different types o f scene transition, two 
detectors could both possibly detect the same transition as two different 
transition types. This simation m ust be accounted for and corrected in the 
analysis. The rule implemented to resolve this conflict or tie is to give 
precedence to the longer transition, because if a cut transition is identified in the 
same time period as a fade transition, the fade may have been severe enough to 
be identified as a cut. In this case, the change from normal content to black
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happened quickly enough for the cut detector to identify it as well, so the fade 
transition is given precedence over the cut transition due to its longer time span.
4.6 Key Frame Selection 
A t this point in the process, the video has been broken up into different 
shots that indicate similar content throughout each shot. Examining every 
frame in each shot to categorize what is occurring would be difficult. Selecting 
one key frame from each shot for future analysis solves this problem. The 
algorithm we implemented finds the frame within the shot closest to the mean 
o f all feature values used during shot boundary detection.
for{each frame in shot)
s - 'Y j  (jx, -  X ,  I) where {x,, x^,..., x„} are the frame features 
i f  {s < min) 
min = X
keyframe = current _ frame
Algorithm 12; Key Frame Selection Algorithm
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CHAPTER 5
KEY FRAME D ISTA N CE CALCULATION 
Once the video has been processed for shot boundary detection and key 
frame selection, the number o f frames needed for analysis is reduced by a factor 
o f around one hundred, and m ore time and effort can be concentrated on these 
few frames. The final result is those groups or clusters o f key frames identified 
with great similarity.
To find these clusters o f key frames, we m ust first develop ways to 
calculate the level o f similarity between two key frames. This chapter will 
discuss a few different techniques for calculating a distance between key frames. 
This distance will be considered the level o f  similarity, zero being identical and a 
large num ber denoting litde to no similarity. The next chapter will discuss the 
methodology behind using these distance measures to identify clusters.
5.1 Euclidian Distance Measure 
M ost distance measures in use by clustering algorithms are calculated 
based on a set o f  representative values, or feature vector. There are two main 
factors that go into any distance measure that falls into this category. First,
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which features will comprise the desired set o f features? Second, how will the 
distance between a pair o f  feature vectors be calculated?
The first question is a relatively simple one. Consider that shot boundary 
detection used a set o f  features to track changes in video content. This list 
comprised o f the following 14 values: red mean, red inter-quartile range, red 
standard deviation, blue mean, blue inter-quartile range, blue standard deviation, 
green mean, green inter-quartile range, green standard deviation, luma mean, 
luma inter-quartile range, luma standard deviation, vertical edge count, and 
horizontal edge count.
This set o f  features requires no computational overhead, because these 
features had already been calculated during the shot boundary detection and are 
already stored in the shot key frame class. This advantage can no t be 
overlooked, especially with large video databases. Using this set o f  features 
streamhnes the process.
The second question o f  distance has many answers since no uniform way 
exists to calculate the distance between a set o f  vectors. This depends on what 
properties define two vectors as close. For example, a distance measure could 
be set up to compare only the magnitudes o f two vectors. In m ost cases this 
m ethod makes little sense because two vectors with the same magnitude could 
point in opposite directions. This would indicate that the vectors may have Uttle
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in common. For this reason, a distance measure m ust find some appropriate 
value o f similarity between two vectors.
The m ost com m on distance measure for a wide variety o f uses is a 
Euclidian measure. This simple measure is generally a good place to start 
because it gives each feature an even weight in determining the rnagnitude o f 
the difference between two vectors.
fo r  two feature vectors a and b
EUCLlDlANDlSTANCE(a,b) = - b , \ f
Algorithm 13: Feature Vector Euclidean Distance Measure
5.2 Squared Normalized Distance Measure 
This measure falls into the same category as the Euclidian Distance 
Measure, a feature vector based distance calculation. As with the Euclidian 
Distance Measure described in section 5.1, the feamre vector is borrowed from 
the standard set o f feamres used in the Shot Boundary Detection task.
Where this m ethod deviates from the previous m ethod is in the way it 
calculates the distance. For each feamre in a pair o f feature vectors, this method 
divides the difference o f the feamres by their sum and then squares that value. 
[Algorithm 15] This differs from the Euchdian distance in that it divides by the 
sum before it squares the term.
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fo r  two feature vectors a and b
SQUARED _ NORMALIZED _ DISTANCE =
II a, -bj 
n
Algorithm 14: Feature Vector Squared Normahzed Distance
This difference may seem subtle, but it may make a large difference in 
the distance calculation. For example, in the Euclidian measure, a feature that 
has values o f  1 and 3 in two input feature vectors would be considered a small 
change in respect to a feature that has values o f 100 and 120. This is because 
the distance between 120 and 100, or 20, is significantly larger than the 
difference between 3 and 1, or 2. In the squared normalized distance however, 
the feamre that has values o f  1 and 3 would be considered much larger than that 
o f  a feature that has values o f  100 and 120. N ow  consider, the difference over 
the sum o f 3 and 1, or one half, compared to the difference over the sum o f 120 
and 100, or one eleventh.
Overall the main difference is that the squared normalized measure uses 
a relative change distance and the Euclidian measure uses absolute distance.
5.3 RGB Color Histogram Intersection Distance Measure
This m ethod differs from the previous two in that it does not use a 
feamre vector as the basis to compute distance. Instead, this m ethod relies on a 
color histogram. Previously in section 4.3.1, we discussed calculating color
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histograms for each color band (Red, Green, and Blue). Using separate band 
histograms is fine for the purpose o f identifying changes in frame content, 
because a drastic change in the num ber o f  red pixels with intensity o f 255 
signals an overall change. However, using the same methodology to conclude 
two frames are similar is flawed.
To define similarity between two frames, we m ust match exact colors 
(RGB combinations). For instance, two frames with a similar number o f pixels 
with the value <0,127,255> would be a good indicator o f similarity. However, 
the total num ber o f  pixel values possible using RGB is 256^, or about 16 
milHon. The chances o f  two images o f  the same object having many equal pixel 
values is very low because many issues, including Lighting and orientation, can 
slightly change pixel values. Due to the high level o f precision, this can have 
drastic effects.
To overcome this problem, we lump ranges o f  pixel values into “bins” . 
For example, with bins o f  size 16 in each band, the first bin would count all 
pixels in the range <0-15, 0-15, 0-15>. So, both <1,2,3> and <15,15,15> 
would both be counted in this bin. Using this m ethod we can bring the total
amount o f combinations down to a m uch more reasonable number, 
around 4000.
16
I.e.
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Swain and Ballard found that by using color histograms and a distance 
measure called histogram intersection, objects could be effectively indexed and 
recalled. Histogram intersection compares two histograms by summing the 
minimum value for each bin. Then by dividing by a normalizing factor, two 
identical histograms will have an intersection value o f 1, and two disjoint 
histograms will have a value o f 0.
^m in (Q ,M Q
HISTOGRAM _ INTERSECTION (1, M )  = y=i
y=i
where f  and M^ are color histogram values
Algorithm 15; RGB Histogram Intersection Distance
5.4 HSV Color Histogram Intersection Distance Measure 
As deduced by the names, the HSV color histogram m ethod is exactiy 
the same as the RGB color histogram m ethod except for the color spaces. A 
color space is a way o f  representing a color in terms o f intensity values. RGB is 
the m ost commonly used color space, because it is the model used by CRT 
monitors that add the three primary colors (Red, Green, and Blue) to produce 
any color. O ther color spaces, such as HSV, have been proposed to have 
advantages over RGB. The main advantage o f using HSV over RGB is that 
HSV is a better color space for image retrieval. This is because the Euclidian
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distance in the HSV cone approximates the human perceived distance much 
better than RGB.
HSV stands for hue, saturation, and value and is represented graphically 
as a hexagonal cone. [Figure 7] Hue represents the color type from red, yellow, 
green, and so on. Hue is generally represented as a number between 0 and 360, 
or the angle on the color circle. Saturation is a value between 0 and 100%. The 
value 0 denotes a color which is completely unsamrated and looks like a shade 
o f grey. The value 100 denotes a color that is completely saturated and 
contains no white component. Value, sometimes called brightness, also is a 
value between 0 and 100%. As the value goes from 0 to 100%, the pixel gets 
brighter.
Value
Yelbw
Green
Red
Cyan
l u e
Hue Saturation
Figure 7: HSV Color Space Representation
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CHAPTER 6 
CLUSTERING
Clustering is an unsupervised m ethod for data analysis with a focus on 
determining points o f  data within a set that are closely related. Clustering is 
used in a wide variety o f fields in and out o f com puter science, such as 
taxonomy, pathology, distributed computing, and artificial intelligence. Many 
clustering methodologies exist to attack different types o f problems.
In general, clustering is broken up into six main steps: feature selection, 
proximity measure, clustering criterion, clustering algorithm, and interpretation 
o f results.
Feature selection and proximity measure have been discussed in prior 
chapters. In this chapter we wiU focus on clustering criterion and clustering 
algorithms. In the next chapter we will interpret results.
For our purposes, clustering groups sets o f  shots with com m on features 
and a small distance measure, as discussed in Chapter 5. Understanding why the 
input is shots as opposed to videos is important. Videos contain many shots 
that may have Utde similarity. Therefore, clustering based on the shots is the 
wiser route. However, clustering based on shots does not mean that we cannot
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find similarities. For example, if  we are able to cluster shot A in video X  and 
shot B in video Y, we could certainly say shots A and B are similar, but also say 
that videos X and Y are similar based on shots A and B.
6.1 Two-Threshold Sequential Clustering Scheme 
The clustering algorithm, or scheme, is a set o f rules and procedures 
about when to add data points to clusters, create new clusters, and potentially 
merge existing clusters. The decision o f which clustering algorithm to use is an 
im portant one, because results between different algorithms that may appear 
similar can vary quite drastically.
We made the design decision to use the Two-Threshold Sequential 
Algorithmic Scheme (TTSAS). TTSAS has advantages over some simpler 
clustering algorithms such as Basic Sequential Algorithmic Scheme (BSAS).
BSAS uses a basic one-pass distance threshold where if  a data point is 
within the threshold limit o f an already existing cluster, it groups that point with 
that cluster. Otherwise, the data point becomes part o f a new cluster.
fo r  {all feature vectors in set)
fin d  MINIMUM DISTANCE to cluster 
i f  {MIMIMUM DISTANCE < THRESHOLD) 
add feature vector to existing cluster 
else
add to new cluster
Algorithm 16: BSAS Algorithm
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BSAS is weak, because it allows no room  for uncertainty. Early in the 
process, firmly establishing clusters is impossible. However, in BSAS, new 
clusters are created without regard for how far the feature vector is from the 
threshold. The only consideration is that the vector is over the threshold. Also, 
BSAS results change depending on the order that the algorithm examines the 
feature vectors.
We have chosen TTSAS because it is resistant to the problems faced by 
BSAS. TTSAS gives more discretion for the algorithm to create or not create a 
new cluster. It uses two thresholds. The lower bound threshold is a value for 
which, if  a feamre vector is a smaller distance away from the cluster than this 
value, it is added to this cluster. The upper bound threshold is a value for 
which, if  a feature vector is a larger distance away from aU clusters than this 
value, it is considered to be a new cluster. If  the distance is between these two 
thresholds, it is put back in the queue o f feamre vectors to be classified. As 
clusters get added and as members get updated to existing clusters, the distance 
calculations change. The next time a queued feature vector passes through the 
system, it has a better chance o f being classified. If  no vectors are classified in a 
whole iteration through the queue, we have reached a non-terminating simation, 
and we must correct this by creating a new cluster with the first member in the 
queue and continuing on with the process. Doing this ensures that aU vectors 
are classified in a cluster by the end o f the procedure. [Algorithm 19]
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add all feature vectors to queue 
forieach vector queue)
i f  (no vectors were added in previous fo r  loop) 
add first vector to new cluster 
remove first vector from queue 
fin d  MINIMUM DISTANCE to any cluster 
i f  {MINIMUM DISTANCE < lower threshold) 
add vector to MINIMUM DISTANCE cluster 
remove vector from  queue 
else i f  {MINIMUM DISTANCE > upper threshold) 
add vector to new cluster 
remove vector from  queue 
else
append vector to queue
Algorithm 17; TTSAS Algorithm
6.2 Clustering Criterion 
After the clustering algorithm has been established, how loosely or 
tighdy connected clusters are to be grouped must be determined. If  the criteria 
are too tight, this results in each feature vector being assigned to its own 
individual cluster with no others similarly assigned. Such a result would not 
provide any information concerning the set o f  data. I f  the criteria are too loose, 
this results in a small num ber o f  clusters that contain all o f the groups o f  the 
data. Similar to the “tight” criteria, this does not provide enough 
differentiation to yield any useful information. For the TTSAS, the two 
thresholds set the level o f  sensitivity.
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To determine these thresholds, we plotted a set o f all distances for each 
pairwise distance between feature vectors in the shot system. [Figure 8] 
Examining the plot, a cutoff was determined where all distances below were 
clearly related. Next, a cutoff where all distances above were clearly unrelated 
was established.
" d m . o u t "  u s i n g  1:  2
Figure 8: Pairwise Distances Between Feamre Vectors
Examining the graph, we conclude that the significant dip at 15 is a good 
value for the lower bound threshold and due to the leveling out o f  the values at 
the higher levels, 60 represents an appropriate upper bound threshold.
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CHAPTER 7
EX PERIM EN TA L RESULTS 
Each portion o f the system m ust be independently analyzed to determine 
its degree o f  effectiveness in recognizing and classifying portions o f video and 
differentiating between classifications. The following charts and graphs 
demonstrate the relative effectiveness o f  each process.
7.1 Shot Boundary Detection Results 
Two videos were analyzed: the first was a speech o f President Bush and 
the second was a portion o f a football game. The following chart shows the 
success o f  the program in the shot boundary detection o f these videos for the 
purposes described previously.
Actual Recognized False Unrecognized Total
Name Length Shots Shots Positives Shots Accuracy
Bush Speech 75 s. 22 21 0 1 94.45%
Football Play 406 s. 46 46 3 3 93.47%
Figure 9: Shot Boundary Detection Results
The data shown above was compiled by a hum an visual inspection o f the 
videos and a manual count o f the shots contained in both. This manual count
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was then compared to the count which resulted from the shot boundary 
detection section o f the program. However, the count o f shots that was 
reported by the program is not positive p roof o f  the acmal num ber o f shots 
which the program recognized, as evidenced by the football play results.
This is caused by two types o f  potential errors that can occur in the 
program’s analysis, which can potentially offset one another. First, the 
transition detector can fire in error resulting in an extra shot. Second, the 
transition detector could fail to detect a transition, resulting in a missed shot. 
Therefore, in the case o f the football play even though the gross number o f 
shots determined (46) was correct, only 43 out o f  46 (93.5%) were correctly 
identified.
It is im portant to note that the Bush State o f  the Union Speech video 
was relatively simple because all o f  the transitions were cuts, as opposed to fades 
or other types. Also, the lighting was professionally staged and indoor, resulting 
in a much clearer picmre than is the case with outdoor, namral light videos, or 
those where there is non-professional indoor lighting. The Football Play video 
depicts the famous University o f California at Berkley versus Stanford game in 
which the last play includes many desperation laterals by Berkley resulting in a 
touchdown as the Stanford band runs onto the field before the game is 
concluded. This video is much more difficult to analyze because it contains 
cuts, dissolves and fades transitions, and outdoor lighting. Notwithstanding this
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relatively complex video, as with the Bush speech, the detector is effective at a 
high rate.
7.2 Key Frame Distance Calculation Results 
In order to test the effectiveness o f the four distance measures used in 
the system, four sets o f  related images with four images in each set were used. 
Each o f the 16 images was compared to each other, using each o f  the distance 
measures previously described. Both o f the feature vector-based distance 
measures, Euclidian and Squared Normalized, preform ed better than the color 
histogram measures (RGB and HSV). Comparing the feamre vector-based 
measures. Squared Normalized was superior to Euclidean; and between the 
color histogram measures, HSV was ranked over RGB.
To compute the effectiveness o f each measure, the average distance 
between random  images divided by the average distance between images in the 
same image “set” was computed. A larger gap between the numbers for 
random images and related images indicates a more effective measure. In 
summary. Squared Normalized was the m ost effective at 2.76; Euclidian was 
second at 2.68; with HSV at 2.43; and RGB last at 2.32. Appendix C contains 
the complete calculations.
Although it was determined that Squared Normalized is the best distance 
measure utilizing this mathematical calculation, it is unclear if  this difference is 
statistically significant or would produce noticeably better results for clustering.
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I hypothesize that the feature vector-based analysis performs better than the 
color histogram-based measures because the feamre vectors are com puted from 
a simple version o f a color histogram that has many more complex calculations 
within it. Further, it is rational that Squared Normalized measure performed 
better than Euclidean, because it is a more complex distance measure, as 
described in Chapter 5. It also follows logically that HSV is better than RGB, 
because it is a superior color space when comparing images, as described in 
Chapter 5. Both o f these conclusions are significant, demonstrating that the 
theory that a more complex measure results in a superior measure holds true in 
practice as well as theory.
7.3 Clustering Results 
As noted in Chapter 6, it is difficult to specify or describe in advance the 
exact attributes o f successful clustering due to the ambiguous namre o f  the task. 
Judgm ent is necessary to determine whether the resulting clusters are neither 
too large nor too small to provide meaningful information. In the program 
presented here, the objective is to have shots that are from the same video or 
contain similar content and need to be clustered together.
The clustering algorithm developed in this research was preliminarily run 
on a set o f eight videos. Further research wiU involve additional videos. After 
running the clustering algorithm, the clusters were examined to determine how 
much o f the content is consistent with other things within the cluster.
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Cluster Shots In Shots With Consistency
Number Cluster Similar Content Percentage
Cluster 1 2 2 100%
Cluster 2 35 28 80%
Cluster 3 38 28 74%
Cluster 4 16 13 81%
Cluster 5 8 12 67%
Cluster 6 4 4 100%
Figure 10: Clustering Algorithm Results
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presents a system for comparing videos based on their 
content. Each aspect o f this project demonstrates positive results. However, 
each task that was perform ed using the program developed as a part o f this 
project, and the associated research in the field, demonstrate that video analysis, 
classification, and differentiation are very much in their infancy.
Shot Detection showed the best results, which is to be expected because 
it is the easiest task. It would appear that algorithms exist to detect each 
different transition type. Further research in this area will include finding 
frames within a shot where the content has changed significantiy enough to 
warrant a new shot and key frame, even though a traditional transition has not 
taken place.
Key Frame Distance Calculation also showed promising results. It was 
found that feature vector based calculations outperformed color histogram 
calculations. In the fumre, work with m ore advanced feature vectors could 
further increase the effectiveness o f these measures. Also, it is clear that 
detection o f  precise objects or people using object and facial recognition will
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advance this area significantly in the near future. Being able to identify that 
President Bush is in a video, is a much stronger descriptor o f  the video than the 
color traits o f that video.
Clustering results were the m ost difficult to formulate, although they 
appeared to be positive. Fumre work should extend the ideas presented in this 
thesis to a large scale video database. A large video database would introduce 
increased problems with differentiability between videos due to the large 
cardinality o f the database.
The analysis perform ed and program developed in this thesis 
demonstrate promise and the results suggest that further work in this area will 
be productive in advancing the rehability and usefulness o f video analysis.
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A PPEN D IX  A
E D G E  D E T E C T IO N  PICTURES
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V ID E O  O BJECT PLA N E PICTURES 
1 jtj Input Image .
Sample Difference Image
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A PPEN D IX  B
EEATURE GRAPHS 
Appendix A contains the graphs o f the features stated in section 4.3.1. 
The first four parts show each o f the four main transition types in section 2.4. 
The fifth part shows graphs from a 20 second video clip which contains 3 cut 
transitions. These cuts are at the 363^1, 459*, and 584* frames respectively. 
These graphs include the feature graphs included in the previous four parts and 
adds the non-adjusted sum graph as a reference for comparison against the Z- 
score adjusted summation graph.
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PART I; CUT TRANSITION
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MORE CUT TRANSITION
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PART II; DISSOLVE TRANSITION
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MORE DISSOLVE
Red S t a n d a r d  D e v i a t i o n
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PART III: FADE OUT TRASITION
Red Average
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MORE FADE OUT
Red S t a n d a r d  D e v i a t i o n
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PART IV: FADE IN TRANSITION
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MORE FADE IN
Red S t a n d a r d  D e v i a t i o n
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PART V: 20 SECOND VIDEO CLIP WITH 3 CUT TRANSITIONS
Red Average
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MORE 20 SECOND VIDEO
Red S t a n d a r d  D e v i a t i o n
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MORE 20 SECOND VIDEO, Difference in regular sum versus adjusted sum
Adjus t ed  Z- Score  Fea t u r e  Summation
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A PPEN D IX  C
K EY  FRAME D ISTA N CE CALCULATIONS 
The following are spreadsheets used to calculate which distance measure 
was the best performer. These distance measures are described in chapter 5.
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(/)(/>
Euclidian Metric:
IA1 IA2 A3 A4 B1 82 B3 84 01 IC2 C3 04 01 02 03 04
A1 Û 230,4712 329,6324 536,5501 6027,268 3731,41 7880,761 8484,422 23524671 3321,51 2024,06 1826,859 3421,092 3686,092 4797,229 2841.761
A2 230,4712 0 298,9765 443 4541 5991 637 3783 168 7821,793 8474,177 2239,806: 3378,749 2008,905 1740 754 3324,769 3508,102 4755,03 2752,38
A3 329,6324 298,9765 0 264,5666 5902,975 3544,245 7776.583 8403,058 2116,776 3313,079 1910 44 1616,196 3238,179 3439,591 4701,537 2654,64
A4 535.5501 443,4541 264,5666 0 5340,537 3595,842 7839 745 8621,659 1859.037  ̂ 3181,237 1711,478 1417,992 3153,795 3353,258 4581.42 2585,013
81 6027,288 5991,637 5902.975 5940,537 0 3198 148 2504,36 3894,118 6399 448 8412,893 6534,433 5501,049 3639.544 3772,979 2672,354 3883,67
82 373141 3783,168 3644,245 3695,842 3198,148 0 5630,278 6198,192 4352,894 5608.571 4012,707 3328,615 2731,22 2668,785 2603,456 2610,483
83 7880,761 7821,793 7776,588 7839,745 2604,36 5630,278 0 2567,252 8424.199 10643,56 8713,76 7596,503 5653,374 5890,27 4793.869 5878,729
84 8484,422 8474,177 8403,058 8521,659 3894,118 6198,192 2567,252 0 9433,769: 11346,26 9601,766 8586,493 7041,939 7334.187 6365 216 7081,988
Cl 2351467 2239,805 2116,776 1859,037 6399,448 4352,894 8424.199 9433.759 0: 2814,621: 1254.138 1146,447 3033,34 3183 4816,824 2685,324
C2 3321,51 3378,749 3313,079 3181,237 8412 893 6608,571 10643,56 11346,26 2814.621 0 2010,817 3178,875 5347,131 5266,015 6680,476 4959.019
C3 : 2024.06 2008,905 1910,44 1711,478 6534,433 4012,707 8713,76 9601,766 1264,138: 2010,817: 0 1191 69 3367,597 3326,421 4809.406 2989,946
C4 :  1826:859 1740,754 1616195 1417,932 5501,049 3328,615 7696,503 8586,493 1146,447 3178:875 1191,69 0 2255,606 2337,259 3876.759 1845.793
01 : 3421,092 3324,769 3238,179 3153.795 3639,544 2731,22 5653.374 7041,939 3033.34 : 6347.131 3357,597 2255,606 0 678.3145 1983,285 635.2092
02 3586,092 3508 102 3439,591 3353,258 3772 979 2568,785 6890 27 7334,187 3183 5266 015 3325 421 2337,259 678,3145 0 1673,937 1093,679
03 : 4797,229 4755,03 4701,537 4681,42 2672,354 2603,465 4793.869 6366,216 4816.824 6680,476 4809,406 3876,759 1983,286 1673,937 0 2393 787
04 : 2841,761 2752,38 2654,64 2585,013 3888,67 2610,483 5878,729 7081,988 2685,324 4959 019 2989,946 1846,793 635,2092 1093,679 2393 787 0
Average Oistance Between Two Random Images: 3881,931 improvement from Random to Related images: 2,685831
Average Oistance Between Two Image in Class A: 252,9564 "Note 0 symbolizes the same image. Infinity completely different images
Average Oistance Between Two Image in Class B: 3011,543
Average Oistance Between Two Image in Class C: 1449,573
Average Distance Between Two Image in Class 0: 1057,276
Average Oistance Between Two Images in Same Class 1445,337
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; Squared Normalized Metric:
[A1 A2 A3 A4 81 B2 B3 84 01 C2 C3 C4 D1 D2 D3 04
A1 0 0.03533 0,086033 0.069812 0,310873 0.270275 0,327208 0.352248 0.353759 0.388961 0.304543 0,248971 0.283781 0,345154 0.357143 0,308579
A2 ; 0.03533 0 0,113884 0.092885 0,319575 0,282855 0,338683 0.363276 0.350377 0,392237 0.306563 0,25317 0.287352 0,343742 0 358492 0.311879
A3 i 0.086033 0.113884 0 0:034528 0,300041 0.257591 0,315102 0.342537 0.351236 0,380054 0.297049 0,237729 0.271775 0,342761 0 353068 0,300443
A4 ; 0.069812 0.092886 0,034528 0 0,30662 0.264529 0,326713 0.356047 0.333896 0:367938 0.281549 0,223675 0,250081 0,329229 0.343911 0,290033
B1 i 6310873 0.319675 0,300041 0:30662 ...............0 0 105765 0.107222 0.175128 0.441581 0.486476 0.399939 0,336979 0.307673 0.366524 0.345158 0.337165
B2 [ 0.270276 0.282855 0,257591 0.254629 0,105765 .........0 0,181364 0.230749 0,416573 0.451452 0,360512 0,30396 0297206 0,358358 0.348232 0,328231
B3 [0:327208 0.338683 0,315102 0.326713 0,107222 0181364 0 0.093105 0.484007 0 519017 0,444772 0,374215 0.342467 0,404979 0.375872 0,368821
84 i 0,352248 0,363275 0.342537 0,355047 0,175128 0,230749 0,093105 0 0,520517 0.551468 0,483343 0,414478 0,390097 0.449114 0,420959 0,412812
Cl i 0.353759 0,350377 0.351236 0,333896 0,441681 0,416673 0.484007 0.520517 0 0.284242 0,120452 0.180831 0.239699 0.211756 0.267414 0,226751
C2 i 0.388961 0,392237 0,380054 0,367938 0,486476 0,451452 0,519017 0.551468 0,284242 0 0,253914: 0.307579 0.354433 0.380123 0.41476 0,381256
C3 [ 0.304543 0,306563 0,297049 0,281549 0 399939 0,350512 0,444772 0,483343 0,120452 0.253914 0: 0.125671 0.203599 0.209849 0.25949 0,205386
C4 i 0.248971 0.25317 0.237729 0:223675 0 336979 0,30396 0,374215 0.414478 0,180831 0.307579 0 125671: 0 0.138029 0.193523 0.232889 0.161219
D1 i 0.283781 0,287352 0.271776 0,260081 0.307673 0,297206 0.342457 0,390097 0.239599 0.364433 0,203599i 0.138029 0 0,113035 0.132377 0.07402
02 [ 0.345154 0.343742 0,342761 0,329229 0 366524 0,358358 0.404979 0.449114 0,211756 0,380123 0.209849: 0.193523 0,113035 0 0.083809 0.090494
D3 ; 0.357143 0.358492 0,363068 0,343911 0.345158 0,348232 0.375872 0.420959 0.267414 0,41476 0.25949 0.232889 0,132377 0,083809 0 0.102589
D4 i 0.308579 0.311879 0.300443 0,290033 0.337155 0.328231 0 368821 0.412812 0 226751 0,381256 0,205385: 0.161219 0,07402 0.090494 0.102589 0
Average Distance Between Two Random Images: 0,27595 Improvement from Random to Related Image s: 2,753972
[Average Distance Between Two Image in Class A:
[Average Distance Between Two Image in Class 8:
Average Distance Between two Image in Class C:
Average Distance Between two Image in Class D:
[Average Distance Between Two Images in Same Class
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RGB Histoqram:
|A1 iA2 ;A3 A4 B1 82 03 B4 Cl C2 C3 C4 D1 02 D3 04
A1 1i 0.7870441 0.572227 0.558307 0.489063 0.457617 0.656341 0.476471 0.201055 0.136315 0.162448 0.282214 0.322096 0.400651 0.290299 0.340534
A2 0.787044: 1: 0.535964 0.528047 0.470026 0.409688 0.662747 0.448802: 0.173542 0.10526 0.131016 0.244141 0.287669 0.36569 0.269922 0.325182
A3 : 0.572227: 0 535964: 1 0.818503 0.446667 0.497044 0.551875 0 466365: 0276094 0.19276 0,235039 0.375234 0.403151 0.446901 0 321823 0.392613
A4 I 0.558307: 0.528047: 0 818503 1 0.445547 0.482095 0.529544 0.453256 0.238086 0.16306 0.199909 0.340495 0.343516 0.386966 0.273516 0.33849:
B1 : 0.19104; 0.183604 : 0.174479 0.174042 1 0.760183 0.85261 0 628957 0.09525 0.067037 0.085772 0.125702 0.206223 0.255244 0.224065 0.209615
B2 0.178757: 0.160034; 0.194158 0.188319 0.760183 1 0.80604 0.606903 0.14182 0,103602 0.128001 0.179133 0.249344 0.292079 0.252274 0.249669:
B3 : 0.164085: 0.165687: 0.137969 0.132386 0.55207 0.515866 1 0.471904: 0.083317 0.056523 0.085189 0.112992 0.149772 0.182207 0.168307 0.161781;
B4 : 0.186122: 0.175313; 0.177877 0.177053 0.628957 0.606903 0.73735 1 0.124349 0.090846 0.121195 0.155904 0.222493 0.264521 0.25354 0.225845
Cl 1 0.050264: 0.043385: 0.069023 0.059521 0.06096 0.090765 0.083317 0.079583: 1 0.670407 0.833542 0:759743 0.141546 0.131081 0.13762 0.137708
C2..... : 0:034079: 0:026315: 0.04819 0.040765 0:042904: 0.066305 0.056523 0.058141 0.670407 1 0.779492 0.562917 0.054775 0.060257 0.056455 0:055745
C3 : 0.040612: 0.032754: 0.05875 0.049977 0.055534 0:081921 0.085189 0.077555 0.833542 0.779492 1 0.582741 0.110342: 0.106005 0.112438 0,113574
C4 : 0:070553: 0.061035: 0:093809 0.085124 0 080449 0.114645 0.112992 0.099779 : 0.759743 0.562917 0.682741 1 0.254085 0.19445 0197839 0247474
D1 : 0.080524: 0.071917: 0 100788 0.085879 0.131982 0.15958 0.149772 0.142396: 0.141546 0.054775 0.110342: 0:264085 1 0.745739 0.712008 0 747887
D2 : 0J00163 0.091423: 0 111725 0.096742 0.163356 0.18693 0.182207 0 169294 0.131081 0.050257 0.106006 0.19445 0 745739 1 0.753643 0.732445
03 : 0.072575: 0.06748: 0.080455 0.058379 0.143402 0.161455 0.168307 0.162266: 0.13752 0.056455 0.112438 0.197839: 0.712008 0.753643 1 0.654443
04 : 0.085133: 0.081296: 0.098128 0.084622 0.134154 0.159788 0,161781 0 144541 0.137708 0.055745 0.113574 0.247474 0.747887 0.732445 0.654443 1
: Average Distance Between Two Random Images: 0.328294 Improvement from Random to Related Images: 2.322997
Average Distance Between Two Image in Class A: 0.725011 "Note 1 symbolizes the same image, 0 completely different images
; Average Distance Between Two Image in Class B; 0,74612
Average Distance Between Two Image in Class C: 0.785105
: Average Distance Between Two Image in Class D: 0.793271
Average Distance Between Two Images in Same Class 0.762627
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HSV Histoqram: 
A1 Ia 2 IÀ3 A4........ B1 82 B3 84 Cl C2 C3 C4 D1 0 2 ........... 03 D4
A1 1 0.771706 I 0.513411 0.527396 0.496003 0.487995 0.654792 0.498333 0.135469 0.036823 0.086445 0.205523 0-392604 0.448125 0.308086 0.415914
A2 0.771706 ............... 1: 0.473568 0.493125 0 496133 0.494857 0,654909 0.503477 0.125703 0.039154 0.079128 0.179193 0.338125 0.409453 0.294766 0.374648
A3 0,513411 0.473568 1 0.813229 0.429701 0.453177 0.580234 0.442266 0.189818 0.062799 0.143854 0.280742 0.325586 0.351654 0.22901 0.32056
A4 0.527396 0.493125 I 0.813^9 1 ........ 0.43 04475 0.564427 0.463945 0.192969 0.065703 0.150443 0.271536 0.303177 0.343008 0.226563 0.308906
B1 0:i93751 0.193802 0.167852 0.167969 ..............1 0:680496 0.788422 0.508326 0.069504 0.026805 0.048915 0.097499 0.136734 0.195735 0.144485 0.161423
B2 0.190623 0.193303 0.177022 0.174805 0,680496 1 0.744659 0.502741 0,091568 0.041896 0.065587 0.126617 0.177475 0.220408 0.176147 0.19313
83 0.163598 0,163727 0.145059 0.141107 0.50459 0.476582 1 0,40057 0.05276 0.023392 0.045488 0.092406 0.115615 0.143285 0.111009 0.125104
84 0.194661 0.196671 0.17276 0.181229 0.508326 0.502741 0.62589 1 0.084071 0.034856 0.073176 0.105509 0.139186 0.175715 0.14149 0.157028
C1 0.033867 0.031426 0.047454 0.048242 0.044482 0.058604 0.06276 0.053805 1 0.542897 0.772347 0.62179 0.045156 0.056611 0.051452 0.047477
C2 0.009206 0.009788 0.0157 0.016425 0.017155 0.026813 0.023392 0.022308 0.542897 1 0.62221 0,491507 0.006654 0.014876 0.009046 0.009551
C3 0.021611 0.019782 0,035964 0.037611 0.031305 0.041976 0.045488 0.046833 0.772347 0.62221 1 0,615648 0.029857 0.041208 0.036133 0.03431
04 0.051631 0:04479 0.070186 0.067884 0.062399 0.081035 0.092406 0 067525 0.62179 0.491507 0.615648 1 0.141423 0.139072 0.144492 0.148636
01 0.098151 0.08453 0.081396 0:075794 0.08751 0.113584 0.115615 0.089079 0.045156 0.006554 0.029857 0.141423 1 0.455553 0.642327 0.615055
02 0.112031 0.10236 0.090413 0.085752 0.12527 0.141061 0 143285 0.112458 0.056611 0.014876 0.041208 0.139072 0.455553 1 0.509359 0.587516
03 0.077021 0.07369 0.057253 0.056541 0.092471 0.112734 0.111009 0.090553 0.051452 0.009046 0.036133 0.144492 0.642327 0.509359 1 0.6518
04 0.104229 0.093662 0.08014 0.077227 0.103311 0.123504 0.126104 0.100498 0.047477 0.009551 &03431 0.148636 0.615055 0.587516 06518 1
Average Distance Between Two Random Images;
Average Distance Between Two Image in Class A
Average Distance Between Two Image in Class B
Average Distance Between Two Image in Class C
Average Distance Between Two Image in Class D
0.284864
0.699054 
0.68274 
07083: 
0 682701:
Improvement from Random to Related Images: : 2.433437
"Note 1 symbolizes the same Image, 0 completely different images
Average Distance Between Two Images in Same Class; 0.693199
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